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About This Game
Welcome To Segfault!
Take the role of black hat hacker, breaching through the most secure companies in the world. Extract confidential data and sell
it to the darker side of the web.
Segfault is focused heavily on skill, as well as progression. Your task will not be as easy as you think. Order upgrades from the
Deep Web, fuse together components, and become the most renowned hacker in the world. Compare your Play Style with the
rest of the world as you strive to become the top ranked hacker.
Features:
~Single Player Campaign
~Component Synthesis
~65 Upgrades
~Steam Achievements
~Statistic Tracking
~Compete For Highscores Worldwide With Integrated Online Leaderboards!
~Game Changing Mutators With 504 Possible Combinations
~Bipolar AI assistant
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This is by far one of the most repetitive-boring games I've ever played. I bought this game expecting a fun strategy game to
waste time with, but instead I lost out on $5 that I could've used to buy something else. First of all, this game is extremely
repetitive; the levels never change, there is absolutely no deviation from the basic formula of winning each level (spam on the
first floor: win game.) Second of all, this game is not at all fun. There is nothing stimulating in it; there is no change, nothing
interesting, and is just not worth it. I say this warning with all there is inside me: DONT BUY THIS GAME. DO NOT BUY IT
ON SALE, DONT EVEN LOOK AT IT, AVOID IT LIKE THE PLAGUE. Spend the current price to charity, not this piece of
garbage procieved as a game, you'll get a lot more out of it.. Meh. I was expecting live action cutscenes, but these are more
like....rough handheld footage type scenes they filmed to storyboard the actual cutscenes.
Oh well.. 9 Dragons is a free to play MMORPG. Starting out you first have to select which server you want to play on Yin
which is a full on PVP server, or Tao which still has PVP but its limited to certain maps. Next you are able to create up to 3
toons per server per account. In general it is best to stick with either all Male or all female toons, because you only get one
storage space that the 3 toons will all share. That way your clothing and decos will be easily interchangeable between your toons.
Once you have created your toon the adventure begins. When you launch the game you find yourself in ancient China. (Ming
Dynasty I think) starting out in a place called Bamboo village. Your journey allows you to choose a Clan and eventually role
within that clan. There are Black side clans, and White side clans. Choosing a clan locks you into that side for wars and various
events where the winning side gets special bonuses depending on which side wins. Within each clan the roles you have to choose
from are: Warrior (Tank, melee), Stratigest (Healer), Chi Cung (Nuker, Ranged Attacks), or Holist (Hybrid). You advance
through this world by doing quests and gain experience and items from defeating A wide array of opponents and bosses. When
you level your toon it opens the ability to better your character by increasing stats and masteries. Choose wisely on how you
build your toon, and what things you master should depend on the role you have chosen. In addition the game offers the ability
to craft items and refine items making them stronger and boosting your toons abilities. ALl that is just barely starting to scratch
the surface of the game itself. I would highly reccomend this game for anyone. Happy Gaming everyone. Cool graphics! Fun to
play. Recommended for dc and marvel fans.
. Ok, I've played 45 minutes of this game. And while it looks great, and has some nice music, it's not really grabbing me in the
same way that some other wave VR shooters have (Space pirate trainer). The principle is to throw orbs with one hand, then
shoot them with a gun in the other, to make them explode like grenades. You also have bullet time, which slows everything
down, making it easier to shoot your orbs.
There are power-ups you can shoot which then change your orbs behaviour.
There are two levels here, but the game play is well nigh identical for both of them. Throw orbs at robots, slow time, and shoot
the orbs, boom.
Here is my first problem with the game.
It requires you to throw orbs in VR, and they really don't often fly where you expect them to go. So you can throw a lot of orbs
trying to get them to go into upper storey alcoves, where they really really don't want to go.
Not only that, you really have to throw them with your off hand, since you'll be shooting them with your main hand.
So what the game is asking you to do is, throw accurately with your off hand, then shoot the orbs. Which is tricky, and can be
frustrating. Plus using the Touch controller, it doesn't really feel like throwing a ball, possibly because you aren't, and also,
because you can't really judge the weight like you could with a real ball. With the vive wands, I imagine it's not a lot better.
Which brings me on to the second problem with the game.
You try and play this as a skill game, throwing and shooting orbs, and you will get a score of around 200,000. You can try
harder, throwing, slowing time down, and shooting orbs. Several times. You'll consistently score around 200,000 before the time
runs out and the level ends. OK.
But, you can also play, just spamming orbs in all directions, not bothering to slow or shoot them. Just randomly throwing them
everywhere... without skill. You will score around 300,000. Which is a lot more, right? So where is the reward in playing
skillfully? So the whole point of the game, and it's a score attack game, goes out the window. You'd be better off, if you could
do away with the gun, and just throw orbs with both hands. In fact, if this was a water bomb filled with paint game, it might be a
better, more fun game. It might even make more sence, since robots and paint wouldn't mix well. (Albeit ruining the future
cyber punk aesthetic, for something more colourfully Nintendo-esqe! But then think how cool that neon paint effect in Tron
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Legacy was? It could work!)
Then there is the power-ups. You can't use them when you want, they are always the next orb you throw, so you might pick up a
useful power-up, but have noone useful to throw it at. They also have some nice effects, like creating a trip wire, but the game is
so frenetic, and with them being the next orb, you won't easily be able to make tactical use of them, and you'll probably just
throw the orb at a nearby robot anyway, in the hope that it goes somewhere near them and does some damage.
Then there's the nominal, running out of health thing, because you are being shot at. Which is pointless, because, there's no point
ducking for cover when there are so many robots in different directions, you are against the clock, and you have to see to throw
orbs, and then shoot the orbs. Plus you never seem to be able to die on normal mode anyway, even when your health is
apparently "critically low".
Then there is the bouncing of the orbs. When they bounce, they just accelerate away, in a ridiculous anti-physics way. So off the
wall, bounce trick shots are impossible, because the orbs, post-bounce move too quickly to shoot, even in bullet time.
So, is it a great game? Not really, not yet anyway. Will I be playing it as adictively as that other wave shooter? Nope.
But, as a bit of high energy work out, and a bit of a change from space pirate trainer, it might be worth \u00a33.74 of your
money while it's on sale.. Yes, it's a card game, tactful game - but it's not like the rest, it's unique! The game has a clear
understanding of the balance, here it is perfect. Gameplay, game mechanics, drawing - on the level!
More reviews - IndieCurator
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Played it years ago and loved it. Now i'm back to complete all the routes and still loving it.
Great story and a gameplay that forces you to think or feel pain.. Unique Game which is updating all the time, the dev have put
in a lot of time in this game,
well worth the money,
even for an early access game it is very good
. Bass players! If your Bass with the realtone cable has difficulty registering notes below C#, caviat empta. My Hohner P-Bass is
pretty old but works with the rest of Rocksmith just fine, but sometimes for no reason it seems like I'm missing notes when
they're very low due to the "D Drop C" Tuning.
Otherwise, reel me in with the 2 songs I know from A Day To Remember and then teach me something with the newer tracks,
good stuff.. I have not yet finished the game, but I do find it somewhat entertaining. I do like the custom artwork, it adds a nice
touch to get a better feel for your character, and the little scenes on the gems made me smile, though im sure they will lead to
other things as I progress further in the game. I do love the option to choose harder difficulties, as I do love a good challenge.
The graphics are generic RPG maker as far as I can tell, but the drawings are very good :)
The sound is pretty repetative and entertaining. As for the other reviewers any sound can be muted in your windows volume
mixer (if your using windows).
The story is simple yet satisfying enough to make me want to find out more about my character and the tragic event that befalls
his past.
The gameplay does spam poison a lot and I can pretty much predict when my charcter is going to hit or miss...I dont know if this
is the generic combat system for rpg maker or a revamped coding, but i wish it was a little less predictable. For example most
fights my lead characters normal attack misses the first term, but special attacks dont miss. This is with most battles,
I have played many rpg maker games, and this is on the better side of the scale. Do i think its worth $15? not quite. But if you
can get it on sale for around 7 at most I recommend picking it up for sure, tthe random dungeon feature is entertaining and gives
great replayability. Great game if you want to learn about the Old Kingdom. Challenging and Fun!. VR Mode: Check
Runs with an uncapped framerate by default: Check
GAMER GIRL FEET: YOU BET YOUR♥♥♥♥♥ ♥♥♥♥-ING.... CHECK!!!!. even though i recommended this game. they
still has a flaw.
first off, it's basically xbox port. do not expect somethihng new.
second, no other language support. i live in thailand and gotta say this is stupid. dev is thai and not translate into thai is
somewhat insult for thai player. they pretend not to be thai for some reason.
third, bugs. far more worse than original.
other that? yep it's A.R.E.S we all expecting for.. Start: This is a great free visual novel that I suppose you should spend some of
your time reading. Having no achievements make it boring, but the multiple endings make it someone easy to keep track off.
(Go on Youtube or search a Guide to see if someone got all the endings)
Pros:
- Great Characters (You,The other mike, your girlfriend named Sarah)
- Music is awesome and feels nice. While the same tone, it feels fresh.
- Different endings cause you to replay
- You can skip if you choose and the options give you how fast you want to skip,nice little slider. (Should of put Slow,Medium
or Fast but this is still fine)
Cons:
- Music was a bit to loud at some parts (No headphones gave my right here a shock at 100% volume)
- Extras are really just art scenes from the novel and don't show what choices you really did
- No achievements make it boring with all these choices.
End: Great game. I would give it all of your time and waste some time on it. (Not wasted time if you enjoy it :3)
Great free game, hope the creator adds avatars, I really like that "Mike Taskbar" character.
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